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Sales Tax
Sur La Table, Inc. is required by law to collect sales tax on orders shipped to AL, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, GA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MI, MN, MO, NC, NE, NJ, NM, NY, OH, OR, PA, RI, SC, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA, and WI. Where required, tax is also applicable to shipping, handling, gift wrap and/or food items. Appropriate charges will be added to your merchandise total and displayed on your final order confirmation. See may apply for OK, SD and VT. Visit surlatable.com for more information.

Sale Prices
All sale prices in this catalog are valid through 6/19/17 unless otherwise noted.

Limited to stock on hand.

Attention California Residents: Proposition 65 WARNING:
Consuming balsamic vinegars, or foods or beverages that have been kept or served in leaded crystal or brass products, or handling products made of leaded crystal or brass, will expose you to lead, a chemical known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm.

The new Ultra is the most advanced Instant Pot® ever—try it and see why cooks have fallen head-over-heels for this amazing multicooker.

Sugg. $300.00
Great Deal $149.95 + Ships Free
See it in action on pages 42-43

SPECIAL OFFER
20% OFF
One item in stores or online through June 25, 2017
Free shipping on all orders over $59

USE CODE: CAPRESE17

TO REDEEM ONLINE ENTER THE CODE ABOVE AT CHECKOUT

Offer ends 11:59pm PT, June 25, 2017. Excludes items with prices ending in $0.99 and $0.96, sale, clearance, all furniture, gift cards, prior purchases, cooking classes, Sur La Table gift cards, gift wrap and shipping. Excludes products shipped directly from vendor, Cookware on 30% Off sale. Discounts will be applied to the highest-priced qualifying item. Quantities are limited. Discount not valid on prior purchases. Discount cannot be applied to the higher-priced item. Not redeemable for cash or credit. Not combinable with any other offer or coupon. To the best of our knowledge, these products have been tested and are in compliance with all applicable regulations. These products are manufactured by Samson Partners, Gloversville, NY.

Only at Sur La Table • Features to Do it All
INSTANT POT® ULTRA
Pressure Cook • Slow Cook • Sauté • Rice • Steam • Sterilize • Yogurt

20% OFF ANY ITEM
SEE BACK COVER

THE GREAT OUTDOORS SALE
OUTDOOR ENTERTAINING
GRILLING & TOOLS
BEVERAGE JARS
ICE CREAM
ALL WÜSTHOF GOURMET
SAUCES & RUBS & MORE
Sales Tax
Sur La Table, Inc. is required by law to collect sales tax on orders shipped to AL, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DC, DE, GA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, MI, MN, MO, MS, MT, NE, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA and WI. Where required, tax is also applied to shipping, handling, gift wrap and/or food items. Appropriate charges will be added to your merchandise total and displayed on your final order confirmation. See surlatable.com for more information.

Sale Prices
All sale prices in this catalog are valid through 6/19/17 unless otherwise noted. Limited to stock on hand.

Attention California Residents: Proposition 65 WARNING: Consuming balsamic vinegars, or foods or beverages that have been kept or served in leaded crystal or brass products, or handling products made of leaded crystal or brass, will expose you to lead, a chemical known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm.

ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE • FEATURES TO DO IT ALL
INSTANT POT® ULTRA
Pressure Cook • Slow Cook • Sauté • Rice • Steam • Sterilize • Yogurt

The new Ultra is the most advanced Instant Pot® ever—try it and see why cooks have fallen head-over-heels for this amazing multicooker.

#3436474
Sugg. $300.00
Great Deal $149.95 + Ships Free

See it in action on pages 42-43

NEW ONLINE CLASSES
• Learn at your own speed wherever and whenever
• When you buy a class, it’s yours to keep and revisit as often as you like

Learn more and get started today—all at surlatable.com

COOKING CLASSES
NOW TWO GREAT WAYS TO TAKE A CLASS

HANDS-ON CLASSES IN OUR STORES
• Learn new techniques with other students in a fun, hands-on environment
• Professional chef instructors share tips and tricks and answer your cooking questions

NEW ONLINE CLASSES
• Learn at your own speed wherever and whenever
• When you buy a class, it’s yours to keep and revisit as often as you like
SALE OUTDOOR DRINKWARE
Double Old Fashioned Glass 15 oz. #2972859 $8.00 $4.76
Highball Glass 24 oz. #2972875 $10.00 $5.96
Bottle & Straw #2972917 $8.00 $4.76 Pitcher 2 qt. #2972895 $25.00 $14.96
Stass & Stripes Straws Set of 25 #2975583 $8.00 $4.76

SALE FIREFOWRS PASTA COLLECTION Durable melamine.
Individual Bowls 9" #2972545 $12.00 $7.16
Serving Bowl 13½" #2972600 $25.00 $14.96
Server Set #5016805 $12.00 $7.16
Blue Maize Placemat #295072 $10.00 $5.96

SALE STARS & STRIPES SERVING TRAY Great for barbecues and Fourth-of-July picnics—our durable melamine tray makes it easy to serve drinks, appetizers and more. 19¾" x 14" #2972685 $30.00 $17.96

SALE MOMMY & ME APRONS Coordinating designs are a fun way to celebrate as you and your sous chef cook together.
Stars & Stripes Adult’s Apron 32½" x 30" #3018009 $25.00 $14.96
Fireworks Child’s Apron 23½" x 26" #5018017 $20.00 $11.96

SALE STARS & STRIPES APRON SET
Stars & Stripes Dinnerware 16-Piece Set Four each of the above plus four Bonus Appetizer Plates #2972552 Sugg. $148.00 Reg. $130.00 $77.96 + Ships Free
Cereal Bowl 7½" #2972529 $10.00 $5.96
Salad Plate 9" #2972534 $10.00 $5.96
Dinner Plate 11" #2972560 $12.00 $7.16

SALE STARS & STRIPES SERVING TRAY
Great for barbecues and Fourth-of-July picnics—our durable melamine tray makes it easy to serve drinks, appetizers and more. 19¾" x 14" #2972685 $30.00 $17.96

MOMMY & ME APRONS
Stars & Stripes Adult’s Apron 32½" x 30" #3018009 $25.00 $14.96
Fireworks Child’s Apron 23½" x 26" #5018017 $20.00 $11.96

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS OVER $59 • SURLATABLE.COM
PARTY ON THE PATIO
From Memorial Day cookouts to backyard parties, we’ll show you how pull off a great outdoor event from start to finish.

MENU
- Watermelon and feta salad
- Orzo with cherry tomatoes and basil
- Grilled lamb chops with fresh herb pesto
- Strawberry-rhubarb sorbet

COOKING CLASSES

THE ULTIMATE LOBSTER ROLL
In Maine, they take lobster rolls seriously—and Hancock’s are some of the best, made with big, tasty pieces of fresh, never frozen claw and knuckle meat, along with just a touch of mayo and light seasoning. Just as important is the delicious New England split-top roll, great grilled too. Enjoy an authentic east-coast delicacy no matter where you are this summer.
EXCLUSIVE SHRIMP & SCALLOP PAN
SALE $23.96

PERFECT GRILLED SHELLFISH

Tender shrimp or fresh, buttery scallops—our ceramic pan withstands high heat and has wells to cradle each piece of seafood. Fill with butter and lemon for extra flavor.

VIDEO #2382406  Reg. $29.95  $23.96

Season your shellfish—find our tasty recipe online.

Prep is quick and simple, then transfer to the pan.

Enjoy—perfectly cooked with just the right sear.

A GREAT GIFT FOR DADS WHO LOVE TO GRILL
PRO CERAMIC
OURS EXCLUSIVELY  5-STAR RATED
HIGH-HEAT GRILL-TO-TABLE PERFORMANCE

Turn your grill into a complete outdoor kitchen with our longest-lasting, best-performing cookware for the grill. Built to perform under extreme 700°F heat, the ceramic glaze is naturally nonstick, evenly conducts heat without hot spots and cleans up easily to look like new.

BUY 2 GIFT 2 FREE Berry Griller Seasoning Mixes  Season up to three pounds of fruit for tasty grilled sides. $6.00 each  Honey Vanilla #3076775  Sweet Habanero #3076767

Simple searing: Get the high-level searing performance of cast iron with easy cleanup and no need to season.

A SET OF TWO GRILL GRIDS  6¾" x 11½" and 10" x 16¾" $47.96 + Ships Free

B GRILL PAN Great for grilling small, vegetables. 10½" x 7½" #1898501  Reg. $39.95  $31.96

C SKINNY GRILL GRID Perfect for grilling whole fresh fish, large fillets, shrimp, vegetables and more. 19" x 7" #2410025  Reg. $39.95  $31.96

Also available:
D LARGE GRILL GRID Great for grilling small small bites. 14¼" x 10" #18986430  Reg. $39.95  $31.96

A Shellfish made simple
Uniform cooking and a great sear made simple thanks to our specially designed pan.

Find our recipe online.

Shellfish made simple
Uniform cooking and a great sear made simple thanks to our specially designed pan.

Find our recipe online.
NEW KALAMAZOO ARTISAN FIRE PIZZA OVEN • MADE BY HAND

PIZZA SUPREME

PERFECT NEAPOLITAN-STYLE PIZZA • BAKE • ROAST

From the makers of the world’s best grills, a pizza oven hand-built with the same painstaking attention to detail. It’s ready to cook in just 20 minutes and can reach 800°F in just 45 minutes, allowing you to turn out perfect Neapolitan-style pizzas in just three minutes each. Individually controlled deck and ceiling flame burners let you fine-tune the balance of heat on demand, tailoring it to suit your recipe, and give you wood-fired flavor without wood.

See what makes it the best: visit us at surlatable.com.

VIDEO

$7,495.00

Liquid Bulk Propane #3506060 Natural Gas #3506078

KALAMAZOO PIZZA TOOL KIT Set of six pizza-grilling essentials includes 16" pizza peel, 6" pizza peel, two dough boxes, dough scraper and cleaning brush. #3506052 $399.95

NEW KALAMAZOO HYBRID FIRE GRILL • HAND-MADE IN MICHIGAN

THE ULTIMATE GRILL

GAS • CHARCOAL • WOOD • GRILL • ROAST • SMOKE

Own a one-of-a-kind piece of professional cooking equipment. Built to order by master craftsmen in Kalamazoo, Michigan, this three-burner grill gives you the ability to cook with gas, charcoal and wood interchangeably—putting every outdoor cooking technique at your disposal. The secret is the revolutionary Hybrid Fire Grilling System drawer; leave the drawer empty for standard gas grilling, or fill it with charcoal or wood to enjoy the rich, smoky flavors of live-fire cooking. Powerful lead-free, cast-brass burners heat the grill to temperatures as low as 250°F and in excess of 1000°F, and the 726 square-inch grilling surface provides plenty of space to cook for a crowd.

See the collection and find more at surlatable.com

The only grill you’ll ever need

Every thoughtful feature and finely tuned detail reveals the true handcrafted nature of this exceptional grill. Visit us online to discover why we think Kalamazoo makes the best grills on the planet.

$17,985.00 Natural Gas #5071834

Liquid Bulk Propane #5071842
4½-QT. OVAL OVEN & GRILL • LID IS A GRILL

Le Creuset turned the lid of their customer-favorite Oval French Oven into a grill pan, giving cooks even more great options with a single piece of cookware. Sugg. $400.00
Great Deal $299.95 + Ships Free Cerise #3306263 Indigo #3306262 More colors available

2½-QT. MULTIFUNCTION PAN • LID IS A SKILLET

The lid doubles as a skillet, giving you two essential Le Creuset pans at one great price—perfect for everything from tomato soup and grilled cheese sandwiches to omelets. Sugg. $285.00
Great Deal $199.95 + Ships Free Cerise #2818052 Indigo #2818086 More colors available

3½-QT. OVAL OVEN • SIGNATURE LE CREUSET

Exclusive Le Creuset’s iconic oval French oven is the perfect choice for roasting, slow cooking, simmering and much more. Sugg. $370.00
Great Deal $284.95 + Free Shipping Cerise #904722 Indigo #2436871 More colors available

XL DOUBLE-BURNER GRILL & GRIDDLE

Great for indoor or outdoor grilling, big breakfasts and more. 10½" x 9" Sugg. $370.00
Great Deal $284.95 Each + Free Shipping GRIDDLE Cerise #2694040 Indigo #2694081 More colors available

1 ¾-QUART ENAMELED STEEL STOCKPOT

Reg. $84.95 Great Deal $64.96 Cerise #1919893 Indigo #2519023 While supplies last.

2 ½-QUART HERITAGE COVERED OVAL STONEWARE BAKER

Reg. $89.95 Great Deal $69.96 Cerise #3218245 Indigo #3218278

3 ½-QUART BUFFET CASSEROLE

Sugg. $370.00 Reg. $284.95 Great Deal $179.96 Cerise #2694164 Indigo #2694206

5½-QT. ROUND FRENCH OVEN

Signature Le Creuset cast iron. Sugg. $460.00
Great Deal $329.95 Cerise #904375 Indigo #889984

FIND MORE LE CREUSET IN MORE COLORS IN STORES AND ONLINE
A SALE EXCLUSIVE SMOKE PUCKS
A space-saving alternative to traditional smokers. Use wood pellets or chips. Set of two. #2855948 $13.00 $10.36

B SALE PIT MITT
The ultimate way to stay safe and work quickly at the grill—the Pit Mitt’s aramid-and-cotton construction blocks heat up to 475°F without extra bulk, and features nonslip material for a secure grip. Reversible for right- or left-handed use. #662064 $19.95 $15.96

C SALE EXCLUSIVE 3-TIER PLANK HOLDER WITH CEDAR PLANKS
Infuse multiple dishes at once with subtle, smoky flavor while saving space on your grill. Also great for presentation at the table. Includes 3 planks. #2855930 Reg. $29.95 $23.96

D SALE EXCLUSIVE 2-IN-1 MESH GRILL PAN SET
Ultimate versatility—it’s either a fully enclosed basket or two open baskets. #2582448 Reg. $39.95 $31.96

E ZYLISS® OYSTER TOOL
The safest and easiest way we’ve found to shuck oysters for grilling and more. Set includes silicone pocket and knife that stores onboard. VIDEO #2024446 $14.95

F ZYLISS® PRAWN TOOL
New—remove the shell and devein all in one easy motion. Also features scissor action to easily remove the head. #3067451 $7.00

G SALE EXCLUSIVE FLEXIBLE GRILL BASKET
From whole fish to scallops, it protects delicate food. Handles make it easy to flips. #2979945 Reg. $19.95 $15.96

SALE 20% OFF
OYSTERS ON THE GRILL
OUR NEW CAST IRON OYSTER PAN
Make a smoky summer favorite. Our pan helps you easily grill up to 12 fresh oysters on or off the half-shell, and can even be preheated for faster cooking. VIDEO #2866245 Reg. $35.95 $29.96

GREAT GIFT FOR DAD
OYSTERS ON THE GRILL
OUR NEW CAST IRON OYSTER PAN

Try our Chargrilled Shucked Oysters recipe—get it at surlatable.com/summerrecipes
FANTASTIC FLAVOR ON THE GRILL
ALL-NATURAL · HANDCRAFTED IN SMALL BATCHES

Make summer favorites extra delicious with a little help from James Beard award-winning chef Tom Douglas. From aromatic salmon with the sweetness of brown sugar to smoky, spicy grill-roasted chicken and more, his rubs and sauces add complex flavor to summer meals. Created by Tom, each blend is mixed in small batches without preservatives. Available only at Sur La Table.

TOM DOUGLAS RUBS & SAUCES + OUR CONDIMENTS

FANTASTIC FLAVOR ON THE GRILL
ALL-NATURAL · HANDCRAFTED IN SMALL BATCHES

A CLASSIC AMERICAN COLLECTION
LODGE CAST IRON
GRILL · STOVETOP · OVEN · MADE IN THE USA

Seasoned and ready to use right out of the box and great for the grill, stovetop and oven, Lodge is a favorite of cooks for its wonderful even-heating and heat-retaining abilities.

VIDEO

SALE EXCLUSIVE
Dry Rub Shaker #3016409 $9.95 $7.96

TOM DOUGLAS RUBS

Mouthwatering spice blends with recipes.
$12.00 Pork #2526747
Salmon #1993864
Chicken #1930304
Vegetable #1930312
Steak #1993849
Smoky BBQ #1930366

TOM DOUGLAS SAUCES

$12.00 Kansas City BBQ #2570224
Tangy Tamarind BBQ #2570216
Spicy Red Chili Teriyaki #2008423
Ancho & Molasses BBQ #1930320
MUSTARDS $10.00 Spicy Hot #2570240
Porter #2570257 Toasted Shallot #2570252

SUR LA TABLE CONDIMENTS

Made for us by Urban Accents.
$12.00 Zesty Cocktail Sauce #3239647
Smoky Chipotle Aioli #3239559
Sweet & Savory Ketchup #3239554
SALE EXCLUSIVE Cast Iron Basting Pot with Silicone Brush #3016532 Reg. $19.95 $15.96

SALE EXCLUSIVE Pakkawood Tongs #924332 Reg. $34.95 $27.96

*Online only.
SALE 20% OFF BBQ FAVORITES

TASTIER GRILLED SPUDS
EXCLUSIVE HASSELBACK POTATO PREP SET
Hasselback potatoes are a crisper, tastier alternative to baked. Great for sweet potatoes, apples, and pears too! *#249406 Reg. $12.95 $10.36
Staub Roasting Dish *#1272558 Sugg. $86.00 $59.95 Online only.

A NEW TWIST ON HOT DOGS
NEW & EXCLUSIVE DIZZY DOG™ HOT DOG SPIRAL PREP SET
Transform hot dogs into spirals that cook faster with caramelized edges and room for more condiments.
VIDEO *#5077101 Reg. $9.95 $7.96

TASTY BACON BOWLS
NEW & EXCLUSIVE PRO CERAMIC BACON BOWL PAN
Easily create four bowls on the grill, then flip, stuff with favorite sides and return to the grill. VIDEO
*#506640 Reg. $29.95 $23.96

GREAT FOR SMALL ITEMS
EXCLUSIVE 3-PIECE STAINLESS STEEL GRILL GRID SET
Easily grill cubed meats, shrimp or veggies—the grill lets heat and smoke circulate but protects small items from falling through. *#901157 Sugg. $75.00 Reg. $49.95 $39.96

EASY APP ACCESS
EXCLUSIVE BLUETOOTH DUAL PROBE THERMOMETER
Remotely check the temperature for two dishes at once on your smart phone.
*#2818631 Reg. $70.00 $55.96

SIX KEBABS FAST
NEW & EXCLUSIVE SKEWER EXPRESS™ EASY KABOB PREP SET
The fast and easy way to build and marinate delicious kebabs for the grill. Includes six stainless-steel skewers.
*#5018350 Reg. $18.00 $14.36

PERFECT PIZZA AT HOME
EXCLUSIVE PIZZA STEEL
18 times the heat conductivity of pizza stones for perfectly crisp crusts—and it will never break. Made in the USA of recycled steel.
VIDEO *#3566567 Reg. $99.95 $79.96

THE EASY WAY TO GRILL CORN
NEW & EXCLUSIVE STAINLESS-STEEL CORN GRILLING RACK
Grill ears of corn to perfection without worrying about them rolling off the grill or sticking to the grill grates.
*#5016490 Reg. $15.00 $11.96

GREAT WAYS TO MAKE DAD’S DAY
It’s time to get serious about fun (and flavor) on the grill. Our favorite ways to shake up your grilling routine are on sale for a short time.

FIND OUR FAVORITE GRILLING RECIPES AT SURLATABLE.COM/SUMMERRECIPES
FRESH IDEAS FOR FUN & EASY PREP

A CHEF’N® STEMGEM™ STRAWBERRY HULLER
Ergonomic tool features a button-operated claw to quickly remove stems. Top shelf dishwasher safe. VIDEO #667683 $8.00 or 2 for $10.00 Ends 6/18.

B TOVOLO KIWI TOOL
Simply cut the kiwi in half, insert and twist for mess-free peeling and quartering. VIDEO #204745 $6.00

C EXCLUSIVE BLENDER SPATULA
Easily reaches tight spaces—perfect for scraping out processor and mixer bowls, and under blender blades. $12.00 Red #3332418
Green #3332434 Charcoal #3332426

D ZYLISE® MANGO SPLITTER
Halve the mango and remove the stone in one quick motion—it peels too. VIDEO #2512507 $14.00

E CHEF’N® AVOCADO™ 4-IN-1 AVOCADO TOOL
Open, pit, slice and scoop with ease. Safety blade and adjustable scoop to fit all avocados. VIDEO #2921260 $9.95

F CHEF’N® LOOSELEAF™ KALE AND HERB STRIPPER
Easily strip greens and herbs from their stems. VIDEO #2972982 $7.95

G CHEF’N® SCOOP TROOP™ MELON TOOLS
Quickly seed, peel and ball your favorite melons with this set of essentials. VIDEO #2475606 $13.00

H NEW ASCENT A3500
The newest addition to the Vitamix Ascent Series™ is the pinnacle of blending versatility. The Ascent A3500 takes all of the innovative features of the other Ascent models and adds several more: a beautiful stainless-steel finish, sleek and simple touchscreen controls, two additional programmed modes—puree and self-clean—and a programmable timer.

#3219169 Sugg. $699.95
Great Deal $599.95 + Ships Free

SALE Outdoor Wine Glass $10.00 $5.96
Palm Tree #2972982
Pineapple #2975022

MARGARITA MIXES
NEW & EXCLUSIVE
Margaritas taste even better with this delicious mixer—both regular and skinny are made with only natural juices and pure cane sugar—and without artificial flavors or preservatives.

$14.00 Regular #3239357
Skinny #3239340
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SALE COPPER MOSCOW MULE MUG SET  The perfect way to serve the classic cocktail or any icy summer refresher.
Set of four 16 oz. #2185200 $79.95 $47.76
SALE Single Mug #1598882 $19.95 $11.96

SALE PINEAPPLE OUTDOOR DRINKWARE
Double Old Fashioned 15 oz. #2973006 $8.00 $4.76 Highball 23 oz. #2973004 $10.00 $5.96 Pincher 2.5 qt. #2973048 $25.00 $14.96

SALE AT THE BEACH TRAY  Our durable melamine tray is right at home loaded with tropical drinks at backyard barbecues.
19 1/2" x 14". #2979740 $30.00 $17.96

SALE TROPICAL PASTA BOWLS
12" #2973006 $8.00 $4.76
9" #2973014 $10.00 $5.96
Server Set #2973034 $12.00 $7.16

SALE 50% OFF ACRYLIC COLLECTION $8.00 $3.96 EACH
Wine Glass 13 1/4" Pink #3015153 Blue #3015120 Clear #3015096
Highball 19 oz. Pink #3015146 Blue #3015152 Clear #3015088
Double Old-Fashioned Glass 14 oz.
Pink #3015158 Blue #3015160 Clear #3015070
Salad Plate Pink #2975980 Blue #2975998 Clear #2975928
Cereal Bowl Pink #2975886 Blue #2975894 Clear #2975902

COLORFUL OUTDOOR DINNERWARE
Take outdoor entertaining to the tropics with colorful and durable dinnerware made of easy-care melamine.

COPPER MOSCOW MULE MUG SET
The perfect way to serve the classic cocktail or any icy summer refresher.
Set of four 16 oz. #2185200 $79.95 $47.76
SALE Single Mug #1598882 $19.95 $11.96

PINEAPPLE OUTDOOR DRINKWARE
Double Old Fashioned 15 oz. #2973006 $8.00 $4.76 Highball 23 oz. #2973004 $10.00 $5.96 Pincher 2.5 qt. #2973048 $25.00 $14.96

AT THE BEACH TRAY
Our durable melamine tray is right at home loaded with tropical drinks at backyard barbecues.
19 1/2" x 14". #2979740 $30.00 $17.96

TROPICAL PASTA BOWLS
12" #2973006 $8.00 $4.76
9" #2973014 $10.00 $5.96
Server Set #2973034 $12.00 $7.16

50% OFF ACRYLIC COLLECTION
Wine Glass 13 1/4" Pink #3015153 Blue #3015120 Clear #3015096
Highball 19 oz. Pink #3015146 Blue #3015152 Clear #3015088
Double Old-Fashioned Glass 14 oz.
Pink #3015158 Blue #3015160 Clear #3015070
Salad Plate Pink #2975980 Blue #2975998 Clear #2975928
Cereal Bowl Pink #2975886 Blue #2975894 Clear #2975902
Serve up refreshment for a crowd. From sangria and batched cocktails to iced tea and lemonade, our beverage jars make it easy to let the good times pour. See all of our jars plus accessories in stores and online—and find our favorite summer refresher recipes at surtable.com/summerrecipes.

**OUR SUMMER BEVERAGE JARS • ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE**

**A. Classic Tall** Glass, 1.7 gallons
- #2975829 $120.00 $71.96 SALE
- Flavors: Watermelon, Lime, Raspberry, Lemon, Orange

**B. Citrus** Glass, 1.3 gallons
- #2915817 $40.00 $23.96
- Flavors: Orange, Grapefruit, Lemon

**C. Pina Colada** Glass, 1.6 gallons
- #3015237 $60.00 $35.96
- Flavors: Pineapple, Coconut, Mango

**D. Classic Mini** Glass, .5 gallons
- #2975563 $30.00 $17.96

**Metal Stand**
- #3015229 $20.00 $11.96

**Willow Stand**
- #2915809 $20.00 $11.96

**Tag** Set of four
- #1405885 $9.95 $5.96

**Wood Chalkboard**
- #3016458 $10.00 $5.96

**D. SALE Floral Apron**
Comfortable, easy-care cotton with two pockets. 32” x 28”
- #3058889 $30.00 $17.96

**E. Sale Figural Hibiscus Plate Set**
A fun design in a set of four tropical colors. Durable melamine.
- #3074848 $20.00 $11.96

**F. Sale Tropical Platter Set**
Infuse summer gatherings with easygoing island style—vibrant artwork is framed by a faux bamboo border.
- Set of three. #2971945 $30.00 $17.96

**G. Sale On-Ice Bowl & Server Set**
Keep salads and more cool and crisp. Durable hammered acrylic. Includes 2 nesting bowls, servers and lid.
- #2970330 $40.00 $23.96

**SALE**
40% OFF

**SALE** 'At the Beach' Towel
Our durable cotton towel brightens up any kitchen with its vibrant, painterly design. 28” x 18”
- #0066845 $10.00 $5.96

**SALE Outdoor Serving Tray & Dome**
Perfect for outdoor meals, our classic woven tray includes a 22½” x 16½” x 12½” mesh basket to carry your food until ready to serve.
- #2972908 $20.00 $11.96

**Flamingo Platter** 7” x 14½”
- #2972909 $20.00 $11.96

**Coconut Water**
- #3221603

**Pineapple Coconut**
- #3137122

**Ceramic Pineapple Candle**
16.4 oz.
- #2976165 $38.00

**D. Sale Floral Apron**
Comfortable, easy-care cotton with two pockets. 32” x 28”
- #3058889 $30.00 $17.96

**E. Sale Figural Hibiscus Plate Set**
A fun design in a set of four tropical colors. Durable melamine.
- #3074848 $20.00 $11.96

**F. Sale Tropical Platter Set**
Infuse summer gatherings with easygoing island style—vibrant artwork is framed by a faux bamboo border.
- Set of three. #2971945 $30.00 $17.96

**G. Sale On-Ice Bowl & Server Set**
Keep salads and more cool and crisp. Durable hammered acrylic. Includes 2 nesting bowls, servers and lid.
- #2970330 $40.00 $23.96

**SALE**
40% OFF

**SALE** 'At the Beach' Towel
Our durable cotton towel brightens up any kitchen with its vibrant, painterly design. 28” x 18”
- #0066845 $10.00 $5.96

**SALE Outdoor Serving Tray & Dome**
Perfect for outdoor meals, our classic woven tray includes a 22½” x 16½” x 12½” mesh basket to carry your food until ready to serve.
- #2972908 $20.00 $11.96

**Flamingo Platter** 7” x 14½”
- #2972909 $20.00 $11.96

**Coconut Water**
- #3221603

**Pineapple Coconut**
- #3137122

**Ceramic Pineapple Candle**
16.4 oz.
- #2976165 $38.00

**D. Sale Floral Apron**
Comfortable, easy-care cotton with two pockets. 32” x 28”
- #3058889 $30.00 $17.96

**E. Sale Figural Hibiscus Plate Set**
A fun design in a set of four tropical colors. Durable melamine.
- #3074848 $20.00 $11.96

**F. Sale Tropical Platter Set**
Infuse summer gatherings with easygoing island style—vibrant artwork is framed by a faux bamboo border.
- Set of three. #2971945 $30.00 $17.96

**G. Sale On-Ice Bowl & Server Set**
Keep salads and more cool and crisp. Durable hammered acrylic. Includes 2 nesting bowls, servers and lid.
- #2970330 $40.00 $23.96
50% OFF FLOREALE OUTDOOR COLLECTION

Inspired by vintage Italian patterns, and made of durable melamine—perfect for summer meals.

16-Piece Dinnerware Set
Four each: 11” dinner plates, 9” salad plates, 7” cereal bowls, plus four bonus 6” appetizer plates. #2975845
Sugg. $148.00 Reg. $120.00 $59.96 + Ships Free

4-Piece Serving Set
11½” serving bowl, 16” pasta bowl and two 13” servers. #2975860
Reg. $40.00 $19.96

5-Piece Pasta Set
13½” serving bowl and four 9” pasta bowls. #2975843
Sugg. $180.00 Reg. $109.96

Tray 14” x 19” #2975878 Reg. $30.00 $14.96

Napkins Set of 8 20” #3018975 Reg. $15.00 $7.96

Table Runner 108” x 16” #3018967 Reg. $30.00 $14.96

OUTDOOR DRINKWARE

Ultra-clear and durable BPA-free Tritan plastic looks like real glass but it’s lightweight, durable and dishwasher safe for easy cleanup. The stems are perfect for reds, whites, rosé, even sparkling, the stemless great for cocktails and soft drinks. Sets of four Reg. $40.00 $19.96 Wine #2356509 Stemless Wine #2356491

SETS OF FOUR JUST $19.96
INTRODUCING HANDMADE RATTAN FURNITURE

NEW BISTRO COLLECTION

CHAIRS • ARMCHAIRS • COUNTER CHAIRS • STOOLS

Modeled after vintage French bistro furniture, our new indoor-outdoor chairs are designed by a third-generation family producer of rattan furniture and crafted by hand. Eco-friendly rattan is strong, lightweight, flexible and durable. For maximum comfort and years of enjoyment, it is woven together with a strong and easy-to-clean synthetic fiber that can withstand sun, rain and even frost. See the collection online.

**BISTRO SIDE CHAIR** $228.00
- White with Navy #5486461
- White with Cappuccino #5486479
- Navy with White #5489472
- Cappuccino with White #5499449
- Gray with White #5499464

Find coordinating counter chairs and bar stools online.

**NEW CHILEWICH BLUE MOSAIC RUG**
- 72” x 108” #3181716 $675.00
- 26” x 72” #3181732 $265.00

Shipped by vendor, details online. Explore Chilewich in more styles and sizes at surlaatable.com.

**BISTRO ARMCHAIR** $248.00
- White with Navy #5486420
- White with Cappuccino #5486458
- Navy with White #5489449
- Cappuccino with White #5499456
- Gray with White #5499464

DURABLE AND EASY TO CLEAN
ECO-FRIENDLY RATTAN
CURVED ARMS FOR COMFORT
We partnered with KitchenAid® to offer fun, hands-on classes that make the most of our favorite stand mixers. See schedules and sign up online.

**COOKING CLASSES**

We partnered with KitchenAid® to offer fun, hands-on classes that make the most of our favorite stand mixers. See schedules and sign up online.

---

**LEGENDARY POWER WITH A COMPACT FOOTPRINT • FREE SHIPPING**

**THE MIGHTY KITCHENAID® MINI**

Mini—the first new KitchenAid® in 20 years—packs full power and functionality into a space-saving design that perfectly fits small-batch lifestyles. Our Artisan® Mini Premium mixer has a 3½-quart polished stainless steel bowl with handle plus a bowl-cleaning Flex Edge silicone beater blade, and features the KitchenAid® Power Hub so you can add all of the great attachments that simplify everyday cooking.

**KITCHENAID® ARTISAN® MINI PREMIUM STAND MIXER**

- 6-qt. bowl with bowl-lift mechanism handles double batches with ease.
- Sugg. $569.99
- Great Deal $449.95 + Ships Free

**KITCHENAID® PRO 600 STAND MIXER**

- 6-qt. bowl with bowl-lift mechanism handles double batches with ease.
- Sugg. $569.99
- Great Deal $449.95 + Ships Free

---

**A. SALE EXCLUSIVE NORDIC WARE® ALOHA BUNDT® PAN**

From the makers of the original Bundt®, our gold-toned pan makes it easy to bake detailed pineapple cakes full of island-style charm.

#2975217 Reg. $36.00 $21.56

**B. EXCLUSIVE PINEAPPLE CORER AND SLICER**

Core and create perfect ring-shaped slices in seconds, safely and easily. Easy to clean and store, the sharp, serrated stainless-steel blade was designed to accommodate most pineapple sizes.

VIDEO #083815 $19.95

**C. NEW KITCHENAID® PRO LINE™ BLENDER WITH THERMAL JAR**

Ultimate power and thermal control for hot or cold soups or smoothies.

Sugg. $749.99 Great Deal $599.95 • Ships Free
Sugar Pearl Silver #3238037 More colors online

**D. SALE EXCLUSIVE NORDIC WARE® PINEAPPLE CAKE PAN**

Create six mini pineapple upside-down cakes for individual desserts. Our even-heating pan makes it quick and easy to get delicious, golden-brown results every time.

#496406 Reg. $36.00 $21.56

**E. NEW & EXCLUSIVE QUICK-PIT CHERRY PITTER**

When you're serious about baking cherry pies or making preserves, this is the helper you need. You can easily pit up to seven cherries at once and pits are collected in the base for mess-free disposal.

#3228350 $19.95
NEW CHEF’N KIT • MAKE 8 AT ONCE!
EASY ICE-CREAM SANDWICHES

Create a classic treat that’s even better homemade. This innovative set includes two presses so you can make eight perfect ice cream sandwiches at once! Just add your favorite ice cream and press.

SALE
20% OFF

#3020682 Reg. $54.00 $27.16

1. Fill & Bake
Pour your batter into the silicone trays and bake.

2. Add Ice Cream
After cooling, add your favorite flavor to the frame.

3. Press & Enjoy
Just press the tops and bottoms together—simple!

 OUR EXCLUSIVE ICE-CREAM COMPRESSOR
FREEZE & SCOOP
FAST & EASY ICE CREAM • GELATO
SORBET • FROZEN YOGURT

SALE
20% OFF

Make your favorite frozen treats at home in less than an hour. The Freeze & Scoop does all the work—no pre-freezing required—for cool and refreshing crowd-pleasing desserts all summer long.

#3219904 Sugg. $399.00 Reg. $299.95 $239.96 • Ships Free

Ice Cream Spoon #1240472 $6.00
Bormioli Rocco Italian Glass Dessert Bowl #599555 $6.95
**CUISINART® COFFEE CENTER™**
Brew for a crowd or unwind with one perfect cup—this innovative design combines a fully automatic 12-cup coffee maker on one side and a single-serve K-cup-compatible brewer on the other. #2908242 Sugg. $565.00 Great Deal $199.00 + Ships Free

---

**PRO S5 11” SKILLET**
$79.96 + Free Shipping

An essential kitchen staple in an ultra-versatile size—heats evenly, releases effortlessly and cleans up faster than any cookware we’ve ever tried. #5078239 Sugg. $178.00 Reg. $29.95

More sizes in stores and online

**SCANPAN PRO S5**
OUR TOUGHEST NONSTICK COOKWARE

With the cleanest release and most durable nonstick surface available—improved for the first time in eight years—Scanpan Pro S5 takes our favorite nonstick cookware to the next level. It lets you sear, brown and deglaze (things most nonstick can’t even do) with professional results. Plus, you can cook with little or no added fat for healthier meals.

- 5-STAR RATED
- EASIER-THAN-EVER CLEANING
- SAFE FOR METAL UTENSILS
- PFOA-FREE COATING
- LIFETIME WARRANTY

---

**CUISINART® DOUBLE BELGIAN WAFFLE MAKER**
Prepare two delicious 1-inch-thick waffles at the same time, thanks to a 360° rotating hinge. #2814937 Sugg. $190.00 Great Deal $99.95 + Ships Free

**Buttermilk Pancake Mix**
Buy One Get One Free

- 33 oz. #2518785 $15.00
- 17 oz. #2518793 $10.00

Free mix must be equal or lesser value.

---

**10-PIECE SET**
$699.95 + Ships Free

A versatile set of nonstick essentials. Includes 1¼- and 3¼-quart covered saucepans, 2¾-quart covered sauté pan, 7-quart covered Dutch oven, 8” and 10¼” skillets. #5078338 Sugg. $225.00

---

**New Stratanium® technology**
Advanced 5-layer coating reinforced with titanium for ultimate nonstick durability and exceptional release.

**Green construction**
Here’s to your health: Scanpan cookware is completely PFOA free and made with 100% recycled aluminum.

**Perfect performance**
Pressure-cast aluminum construction for quick and even heating across the entire surface.
THE ULTIMATE COUNTERTOP CAFÉ • GET IT BEFORE IT’S GONE

SALE 35% OFF THE JURA J90 CHROME

Polished chrome finish • Fast Aroma+ conical burr grinder • Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System • Perfect frothing with the Cappuccino frother • Easy-to-navigate color display • 9 specialty drinks with a touch

Limited quantities available—from ristretto to one-touch cappuccino, the J90 lets you choose any of 9 café-quality specialty drinks on the color display with the easy-to-use rotary switch and touch a button to grind, tamp, brew and pour in under 60 seconds.

Sugg. $3,700.00  Reg. $2,999.00
$2,396.96 + Ships Free

Chrome
#2908168*
*Online and select stores.

Discover every feature at surlatable.com

JURA COOL CONTROL BASIC MILK COOLER
#1004902
Sugg. $230.00
Great Deal $179.00 + Ships Free

ZWILLING SORRENTO PLUS DUAL-WALL GLASSWARE • SETS OF TWO
Espresso  2.7 oz.
#2193183
$20.00
Coffee  12 oz.
#2193167
$30.00
Cappuccino  15 oz.
#2193142
$40.00
Find more sizes in stores and online.
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JURA GLASS MILK CONTAINER
#2970291
$50.00

GASTON’S BAKERY CROISSANTS
Batch of 15
#2970291 $34.95
Shipping details online.

SALE 40% OFF THE JURA MICRO 9

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST • FOUR SPECIALTY DRINKS WITH A TOUCH

The world’s smallest automatic one-touch cappuccino machine grinds, tamps, brews and froths milk for four different drinks in seconds—all at the touch of a button, without you ever having to move the cup.

Conical burr grinder, 4.4-oz. bean hopper and fast, efficient thermoblock heating system.

Energy-saving mode, two strength levels, two brewing temps and 37-oz. water tank.

#111548 Sugg. $1,875.00  Reg. $1,399.00
$1,119.96 + Ships Free

JURA GLASS MILK CONTAINER #2970291 $50.00
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25% OFF ORIGINALLINE
PERFECT ESPRESSO MADE EASY

The original Nespresso capsule seals in perfect flavor and aroma for delicious no-mess espresso.

25% OFF VERTUOLINE
TWO CAPSULES • COFFEE & ESPRESSO

Vertuoline capsules let you choose between amazing espresso or single-serve coffee.

New Nespresso on Ice • Iced Coffee in Seconds

Whether you like a rich, bold iced coffee or a delicately balanced refresher, New Originalline Nespresso on Ice or Leggero on Ice capsules make it easy to craft the perfect summer drink in no time. Just fill a glass with ice, add Nespresso coffee and top with cold water or cold frothed milk. Delicious!

VertuoLine capsules let you choose between amazing espresso or single-serve coffee.
BREVILLE® SMART OVEN™ AIR  The latest version of our favorite countertop oven has 30% more interior space and a Super Convection setting that reduces cooking time by up to 30%, 21¼” x 12½” x 17½”
VIDEO #3179272  Sugg. $599.95  Great Deal $399.95  + Ships Free

BREVILLE® SMART SCOOPTM ICE CREAM MAKER: Our favorite way to make frozen desserts at home—on demand, no pre-freeze bowl required thanks to the self-refrigerating compressor. VIDEO #1835056
Sugg. $545.00  Great Deal $399.95  + Ships Free

BREVILLE® BARISTA ESPRESSO MAKER: Integrated burr grinder and a slew of features for perfect espresso at home in under a minute. Easily adjustable water temperature.
VIDEO #1232990
Sugg. $999.99  Great Deal $599.95  + Ships Free

BREVILLE® SOUS CHEF™ FOOD PROCESSOR: Tackle any task with this do-everything favorite—it includes 16-cup and 2½-cup work bowls plus all of the extras you’ll need, 8” x 10½” x 17¾”
VIDEO #778472  Sugg. $599.95  Great Deal $399.95  + Ships Free

BREVILLE® SMART SCOOP™ ICE CREAM MAKER: Our favorite way to make frozen desserts at home—on demand, no pre-freeze bowl required thanks to the self-refrigerating compressor. VIDEO #1835056
Sugg. $545.00  Great Deal $399.95  + Ships Free

NEW BREVILLE® SMOKING GUN
MEATS  •  CHEESES  •  SAUCES  
BUTTER  •  COCKTAILS  •  MORE

Where there’s smoke, there’s flavor—and this is the easiest way to infuse your favorite foods with classic smokehouse flavors in minutes. Just load with wood chips, light and direct smoke into a closed container with your food—it’s that easy.
Includes apple and hickory wood chips, recipes and batteries.
VIDEO #5207601  $99.95  Find it in stores and online

HEDLEY & BENNET GINGER APRON
VIDEO #3083722  $85.00

INNOVATIVE BREVILLE® ELECTRICS DAD WILL LOVE · 5-STAR RATED
GIFTS TO MAKE DAD’S DAY

These are a few of our favorite ideas for the ultimate Father’s Day gift. From coffee to dessert, the experts at Breville® create beautifully designed kitchen electrics that make cooks smile. Find more Breville® in stores and online.

EFFORTLESSLY SMOKE FOOD AT HOME

THE SUR LA TABLE GIFT REGISTRY: GIFTS MADE EASY
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AMAZING FLAVOR, FAST OR SLOW

THE ALL-IN-ONE ESSENTIAL
Endless functionality in one compact countertop cooker—that’s why Instant Pot® is the most popular multicooker around.

16 PRESET COOKING FUNCTIONS
From pressure and slow cooking to homemade yogurt and even cake, Instant Pot® makes it easy.

ALL-NEW ULTRA: OURS EXCLUSIVELY
Our cutting-edge Instant Pot® features a large display with simple and intuitive dial control and easy adaptability to your style of cooking.

CUSTOM SETTINGS
Choose a preset option or easily adjust temperature, pressure and time for your recipe—it couldn’t be simpler to get started.

BROWN & SAUTÉ
The versatile 6-quart stainless-steel cooking insert gives you room to brown and sauté before pressure- or slow-cooking for amazing depth of flavor.

SO MANY OPTIONS
Delay cooking up to 24 hours or keep food warm after cooking is finished. You can even use your Instant Pot® to sterilize jars for canning or baby food.

EASY CLEANUP
The stainless-steel cooking inserts are dishwasher safe and easily removable so cleanup is always a breeze.

SAFE & SECURE PRESSURE COOKING
With 10 overlapping safety mechanisms and millions of Instant Pots already in use, you can cook without worry.

NEW ULTRA: THE MOST ADVANCED INSTANT POT® EVER • GREAT DEAL $149.95 • SHIPS FREE
Try it and you’ll see why cooks have fallen head-over-heels for this amazing multicooker. Fall-apart tender, deeply flavorful meats and more—recipes that typically slow-cook for long periods—can be ready up to six times faster. Plus, you can stir ingredients right in the cooker for even more flavor and complexity. All of your favorites are faster and easier—perfect for busy lifestyles—thanks to push-button pressure cooking with 10 foolproof safety mechanisms. See everything it can do at surlatable.com.

FIND OUT MORE
#3436474  Sugg. $300.00
Great Deal $149.95 + Ships Free
EXCLUSIVE Meal Starters $16.95
Sweet & Smoky Pulled Pork #2800837
Find more meal starters online.
NEW & ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE

STAUB STEAM GRIDDLE
$149.96 + Ships Free

This is one pan that does it all, bringing the added benefits of steam cooking to Staub's wonderful cast iron cookware. It features a large 12" surface area perfect for big meals plus an oversized domed-glass lid that allows plenty of room for roasting. Cook food up to 30% faster while sealing in heat, moisture and flavor for amazing results. The tempered-glass lid also makes it easy to keep an eye on food as it cooks.

Sugg. $357.00  Reg. $249.95
Marin Blue #3078367
Graphite #3078375
Black #3078383

STAUB STEAM GRILL
$149.96 + Ships Free

All the flavorful steam-cooking benefits of the Steam Griddle in a grill pan great for preparing all of your grilled favorites. Ridges create perfect grill marks while fat drains away from the food. 12".

Sugg. $343.00  Reg. $239.95
Graphite #1906833
Grenadine #1906825
White #2403012
Black #1906791

PORTER & YORK SURF & TURF
Two 4-5 oz. lobster tails, two 6-oz. filet mignon steaks.

Shipping details online. #1996164  $95.00

COOKING CLASS
DATE NIGHT: DOWN BY THE SHORE
Join us for a virtual trip down the Atlantic shore where the cuisine is as varied as the coastline.

MENU
Maryland crab cakes with Old Bay aioli  •  Classic Maine lobster roll
•  Coleslaw with remoulade dressing  •  Strawberry shortcakes
SALE THE RIDGE 8” CHEF’S KNIFE
Groundbreaking design with a ridge and cutouts for extra-easy slicing with no sticking.  VIDEO
#1207109  Sugg. $127.00  Reg. $94.95
$69.96 + Ships Free

SALE 3-PIECE STARTER SET
Includes 4½” utility, 8” chef’s and 8” bread.
#3325081  Sugg. $219.00  Reg. $129.95
$99.96 + Ships Free

SALE 7-PIECE BLOCK SET
Includes 6” chef’s, 3” paring, 4½” utility, 6” serrated utility, along with 9” honing steel, kitchen shears and a 9-slot block.
#1038504  Sugg. $298.00  Reg. $139.95
$99.96  + Ships Free

SALE 4-PC. STEAK KNIFE SET
Serrated blades slice easily through any cut of meat.
#918631  Sugg. $100.00  Reg. $69.95
$59.96 + Ships Free

SALE SHEARS AND PARING KNIFE SET
Two essentials every cook needs.
#638049  Sugg. $53.00  Reg. $24.95  $19.96
JK Adams 1761 Ash Paddle Board 23” x 10” #299601 $69.95  Online only.

JK Adams 1761 Ash Paddle Board
23” x 10” #299601 $69.95

Cutlery expertise meets state-of-the-art design and technology in Wüsthof Gourmet for great knives at a great value. Each knife is laser-cut from a single piece of high-carbon stainless steel for a perfect edge and lasting performance. Get chopping—find the complete collection on sale in stores and online.
GREAT KNIVES, GREAT VALUES

FIVE OF OUR EVERYDAY FAVORITES
Cutlery expertise meets state-of-the-art design and amazing value in these knives from our favorite collections. Find even more sharp deals in stores and online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>STAY SHARP!</strong></th>
<th><strong>FREE KNIFE SHARPENING JUNE 19 – JULY 4</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SURLATABLE.COM</strong></td>
<td><strong>800-243-0852</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FOUR STAR: MADE IN SOLINGEN, GERMANY • FREE SHIPPING</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZWILLING 2-PIECE SETS $99.96</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discover two new sets perfect for everyday cooking and great for gift-giving. Whether you like traditional Western or Asian-style blades, these sets give you the essential knives to handle almost any task in the kitchen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KITCHEN ESSENTIALS SET</strong> 8&quot; chef's, 4&quot; paring #3434859 Sugg. $194.00 Reg. $139.95 $99.96 + Ships Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROCK &amp; CHOP SET</strong> 7&quot; hollow-edge rocking santoku, 5½&quot; fine-edge prep #3434842 Sugg. $213.00 Reg. $139.95 $99.96 + Ships Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZWILLING PRO 8&quot; TRADITIONAL CHEF’S</strong> #1921576 Sugg. $165.00 Reg. $139.95 $99.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXCLUSIVE MIYABI KAIZEN II 8&quot; CHEF’S</strong> #2403051 Sugg. $215.00 Reg. $169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WÜSTHOF CLASSIC 8&quot; HOLLOW-EDGE SANTOKU</strong> #3084720 Sugg. $187.00 Reg. $139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WÜSTHOF CLASSIC 8&quot; HOLLOW-EDGE NAKIRI</strong> #3084738 Sugg. $147.00 Reg. $109.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHUN CLASSIC 7&quot; ASIAN CHEF’S</strong> #1356393 Sugg. $175.00 Reg. $139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZWILLING PRO 8&quot; TRADITIONAL CHEF’S</strong> #1921576 Sugg. $165.00 Reg. $139.95 $99.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXCLUSIVE MIYABI KAIZEN II 8&quot; CHEF’S</strong> #2403051 Sugg. $215.00 Reg. $169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WÜSTHOF CLASSIC 8&quot; HOLLOW-EDGE SANTOKU</strong> #3084720 Sugg. $187.00 Reg. $139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WÜSTHOF CLASSIC 8&quot; HOLLOW-EDGE NAKIRI</strong> #3084738 Sugg. $147.00 Reg. $109.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GREAT KNIVES, GREAT VALUES</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIVE OF OUR EVERYDAY FAVORITES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutlery expertise meets state-of-the-art design and amazing value in these knives from our favorite collections. Find even more sharp deals in stores and online.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Innovative nonstick essentials

A bonded three-layer nonstick system delivers easy release, scratch resistance and durability.

ALL-CLAD HA1 HARD ANODIZED NONSTICK SKILLET SET • $59.96 + SHIPS FREE
A 5-star-rated nonstick kitchen staple in a two ultra-versatile sizes—8” and 10”. Ideal for searing, browning and pan-frying. Induction compatible and dishwasher safe for easy cleanup. #2758415 Sugg. $120.00 Reg. $79.95

LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE • EXCEPTIONAL VALUE • FREE SHIPPING
ALL-CLAD UNDER $100
Celebrate summer with the gift of amazing All-Clad cookware at great values. These everyday favorites make great Dad’s day gifts, all under $100. Find more great deals from All-Clad in stores and online.

A STAINLESS 2-QUART KETTLE
Stainless steel with whistle spout. #1551530 Sugg. $150.00 Great Deal $99.95 + Ships Free

B STAINLESS 5-QUART COLANDER
Perfect for straining pasta, steamed vegetables and more. #1548221 Sugg. $110.00 Great Deal $79.95 + Ships Free

C HA1 NONSTICK 12" COVERED SKILLET
Thanks to a helper handle, this nonstick multitasker transfers seamlessly from stovetop to oven, and the tempered glass lid makes it easy to keep an eye on food while it cooks. #2758407 Sugg. $115.00 Great Deal $79.95 + Ships Free

D STAINLESS 6-QUART PASTA POT
A handy strainer insert ensures no-hassle pasta prep and easy straining. #1551522 Sugg. $150.00 Great Deal $99.95 + Ships Free

E 6-PIECE TOOL SET
Stainless steel spoon, slotted spoon, ladle, spatula, fork and storage canister. #1549765 Sugg. $120.00 Great Deal $99.95 + Ships Free

F EXCLUSIVE HA1 NONSTICK 8” GRILL & GRIDDLE SET
From family breakfasts to easy stovetop grilling, do it all with this ultra-versatile set of two pans. #2758480 Sugg. $200.00 Great Deal $99.95 + Ships Free

G STAINLESS 10” COVERED SKILLET
This essential handles everything from stir-fry and steak to stovetop braising. Lid included. #1451830 Reg. $154.95 Great Deal $99.96 + Ships Free
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KIDS’ SERIES

Inspire your kids’ culinary creativity and share your love of great cooking and baking by giving them an experience they’ll never forget. We’ve cooked up two hands-on, 5-day series, all-new for 2017.

CONFIDENT COOKING & SWEET ADVENTURES

TWO GREAT SERIES—BOTH AVAILABLE FOR KIDS 8-12 & TEENS 13-17

CONFIDENT COOKING
Day 1: Knife Skills • Day 2: Measuring and Baking • Day 3: Santé & Sauces
Day 4: Pasta! • Day 5: Sur La Table Restaurant Skills

BAKING: SWEET ADVENTURES
Day 1: Pies & Tarts • Day 2: Bakeshop!
Day 3: French Pâtisserie
Days 4-5: Two-Day Celebration—Cakes and Ice Cream

See the schedules and sign up today at surlatable.com

WE TEACH MORE COOKING CLASSES THAN ANYONE

CLASSSES FOR EVERY COOK

From fun-filled date-night classes and authentic global cooking to the latest culinary trends and so much more, Sur La Table Cooking Classes are the perfect way to discover new flavors, recipes and essential skills. And don’t miss our online classes for anytime, anywhere expertise.
Here's just a peek at some of the fun classes available now.

**Get Cooking This Summer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flavors of Summer</th>
<th>Better Baking</th>
<th>Summer at the Grill</th>
<th>Date-Night Classes</th>
<th>Global Cooking</th>
<th>Customer Favorites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Celebrate the wonderful flavors of market-fresh seasonal ingredients.</td>
<td>Essential techniques, global favorites and more—get bakery-quality results at home.</td>
<td>From the classics to seafood and pizza, get more flavor from your grill all summer.</td>
<td>Share a fun night with your special someone exploring new tastes and techniques.</td>
<td>Discover how easy it is to recreate authentic global flavors for friends and family.</td>
<td>Get in on the fun with the most popular classes on our calendar—they fill up fast!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Over-the-Top Ice Cream</strong> Create a variety of gourmet flavors.</td>
<td><strong>Perfect Pies</strong> Celebrate the bounty of the season with delectable homemade pies.</td>
<td><strong>Great Grilled Seafood</strong> Delicious seafood on the grill.</td>
<td><strong>Summer in Venice</strong> Explore the authentic ingredients and flavors of Italy.</td>
<td><strong>Vietnamese Cooking 101</strong> Discover the flavors that make Vietnamese cuisine uniquely delicious.</td>
<td><strong>Exotic Persian Flavors</strong> Create bright, bold flavors with fresh herbs, saffron and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tropical Tiki Party</strong> Share a taste of the tropics this summer.</td>
<td><strong>Summer Macarons</strong> This special French sandwich cookie is a culinary world favorite.</td>
<td><strong>Date Night: Grilling</strong> We’ll show you how simple, fun and satisfying grilling can be.</td>
<td><strong>Celebrating Summer</strong> Learn the simple techniques behind a menu of chef-inspired favorites.</td>
<td><strong>Fresh, Delicious Mexican</strong> Try your hand at making tortillas and more fresh Mexican favorites.</td>
<td><strong>Cooking Without Heat</strong> Retain all the nutrients and essential enzymes of fresh ingredients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Festive 4th of July Cooking</strong> Make your celebration extra delicious.</td>
<td><strong>Delicious Summer Baking</strong> Learn easy techniques for creating amazing desserts with fresh summer fruit.</td>
<td><strong>Grill Your Veggies!</strong> Create delicious vegetable dishes to please everyone.</td>
<td><strong>Summer Pasta for Two</strong> Learn how easy it is to make fresh pasta at home.</td>
<td><strong>Thai Street Food</strong> Discover the unique flavors that make Thai street food so unforgettable.</td>
<td><strong>Master Class: Steak</strong> Learn secrets the pros use to create perfect steak—three ways.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>